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Introduction. Let H be a compact Hausdorff space, let E and F be locally

convex topological vector spaces over the real or complex field where Fis Hausdorff.

Let C(77, E) be the space of continuous functions from 77 into E with the topology

of uniform convergence. The general problem is to find an integral representation

theorem for a continuous linear transformation 7 from C(77, E) into F.

The well-known Riesz representation theorem [3] gives a Stieltjes integral repre-

sentation for 7 when 77 is a closed interval and E and F are the real numbers.

Tucker [6] gives a Stieltjes' integral type representation for T in the case of 77, a

closed interval, and E and F, linear normed spaces. This paper was generalized by

Uherka [7] to the case of 77, a compact space, and E and F, linear normed spaces.

Also see Swong's paper [5] in which 77 is a compact Hausdorff space and E and

F are locally convex topological vector spaces. This last paper takes a funda-

mentally different approach from that of Tucker and Uherka, and Swong writes

y'T as an integral where y' is in the topological dual F' of F. However, Swong is

able to write 7 as an integral under various additional assumptions on E, F or 7.

The approach taken in this paper more closely follows that of Tucker and Uherka

where a much smaller class of sets is employed in the definition of integral. The

result is that the integral converges in the e00 topology, as compared to the weak

topology in Swong's paper. And 7 is written as an integral.

1. Notation and preliminaries. Let C(77, E) be the continuous functions from

77 into E, where the topology for C(77, E) is generated by the seminorms {p} where

p(f) = suptellp(f(t)) as p ranges over the continuous seminorms on E. Let L(E, F)

be the space of continuous linear transformations of E into F, with the topology

given by the seminorms {qM}, where for each continuous seminorm q on F and

each bounded subset M of E and each u in 7(7, F), qM(u) = supxeM q(u(x)). Let

C(77) be the continuous functions from 77 into our field, which is either the complex

or real number field, with the usual supremum norm. We denote this norm |/||

for /in C(77). If q is any continuous seminorm on F let the "¿7-unit ball" be

denoted by BQ, i.e. the set of all y in E such that q(y) Ú 1, and let B° be the polar

of BQ, i.e. the set of all y' in 7", such that \{y, y'}\ Ú 1 for every y in Bq.
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Suppose G is a locally convex topological space which is also Hausdorff. Let

G' be the topological dual of G under the ß(G', G) topology, i.e. the topology of

uniform convergence on weakly bounded subsets of G, which is the polar topology

generated by the weakly bounded subsets of G. Let G" be the dual of G' under the

c00 topology, i.e. the topology of uniform convergence on equicontinuous subsets

of G'. (See [4, p. 71].) We note that the e00 topology is generated by the seminorms

q+(g") = sup|<g",g'>|,
s'eB°

and that if g e G, q + (g)=q(g). The weak topology o(G', G) on G' is the topology

of uniform convergence on finite subsets of G. These various topologies are dis-

cussed in [4].

Both Tucker [6] and Uherka [7] made use of what they called the weak sequential

extension of G, denoted by G+. G+ is the set of all g" in G" such that there exists a

sequence {gn} in G such that <g", g'> = lim <g„, g'} for every g' in G'. We denote

this by g" ~{gn}. We note that G+ is a linear subspace of G", and we take the

topology induced by £00 for the topology of G+.

We shall also make use of some notation used in Swong's paper [5]. When we

say "there exists a pairing (p, q) such that..." we shall mean "for each such

continuous seminorm q on F there exists a continuous seminorm/j on E such that

... ". For example, a linear transformation u from E to F is continuous if and

only if there exists a pairing (p, q) such that q is bounded on u(Bp). Also, T is

continuous if and only if there exists a pairing (p, q) such that

\T\P_q = sup {qT(f),p(f) S 1}

exists where p(f) = snpteHpf(t), and whenever |7|p_5 exists, we say T is p—q

related.

We say that y' e G' is ^-related when \y'\q = supy5Bq \(y, y'}\ exists.

2. The mapping 7. Recall that 7 is a continuous linear transformation of

C(TT, E) into F. We shall define the mapping 7 by 7(/)(x) = T(f- x) where / is in

C(TT) and x is in E, and (fx)(t)=f(t)x for every t in TT. We notice that 7 maps

C(TT) continuously into L(E, F). The main purpose of this section is to, in some

sense, extend 7 to operate on the characteristic functions of a certain class of subsets

TÎ of T7. This will be accomplished by noting that the bitranspose 7" of J maps

C + (H) into 7 + (Ti, F), and we shall show that the characteristic functions of sets

in R are imbedded in a natural way in C + (H). It will further be shown that there

is a natural linear mapping 9 of L+(E, F) into r(Ti, F+), the class of linear trans-

formation of E into F+. A set function K will be defined on R by K(e) = 8J"(x'e)

where xe is the characteristic function of e and e is in R. It is with respect to this set

function K that we will define our integral. The proofs of the propositions and

lemmas in this section will be omitted as they are either immediate or similar to

those in [6].
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Proposition 2.1. 7 is a continuous linear transformation of C(H) into L(E, F).

Proposition 2.2. The bitranspose J" of J maps C+(H) into L+(E,F), and in

fact iff"~{fn}, thenJ"(f")~{J(fn)}.

Definition 2.1. We say the sequence {xn} in the locally convex topological

Hausdorff space G converges weakly if lim <x„, x'> exists for every x' in G'.

Lemma 2.1. 7/{xn} converges weakly then there exists a unique x" in G+ such that

x"~{xn}.

Proposition 2.3. There exists a linear mapping 9 ofL+(E,F) into F(E, F+)

such that ifu"~{un} then 6(u")(x)~{un(x)}.

Definition 2.2. R is the collection of subsets e of H such that there exists a

sequence </>n=fn-gn where: (l)/n and gn are in C(H), (2)/„ and g„ are nonnegative

and nonincreasing in «, and (3) <f>n(t) converges to xe(t) for each / in 77 where xe

is the characteristic function of e, i.e. Xe(t) is zero for t not in e and is one otherwise.

Uherka [7, Lemma 6.1, p. 21] shows R is a ring, i.e. R is closed under finite

unions, finite intersections, and differences. Also Q> (the empty set) and 77 are in

R. Also if e is a closed G6, i.e. a closed set that is the intersection of a countable

number of open sets, or if e is the difference of two closed Gá's, then e is in R. By

[7, Theorem 3.3, p. 10], if e is in R and </>n and </>'„ are any two sequences satisfying

the conditions of Definition 2.2 above, then lim <<£„,/'>, lim <#,,/'> exist and are

equal for every/' in C'(H). But then by Lemma 2.1 above, there exists an element

x"e of C + (77) such that xé~{<£n}- We see also that x'é~{#i} for any sequence {</>'„}

satisfying the conditions of Definition 2.2.

Definition 2.3. The set function K is defined on R by K(e) = 6-J"(x"e).

Thus we see K maps R into F(E, F+).

Lemma 2.2. K is finitely additive.

3. Partitions and the set function K. In this section we shall develop some

properties of our set function K, and we shall define several notions of partition

which will be used in defining our integral and in proving the representation

theorem. The various definitions of partition are the same as Uherka [7] defined

them.

Definition 3.1. If e¡ is in R for i'=l,..., « where the e¡ are disjoint, and if

e{ u• • • u en = 77, then we call P={ex, e2,..., en} a partition of 77.

Definition 3.2. SupposeP={f!,..., en} is a partition of 77, andáis a continuous

seminorm on E. Then P is an e— p partition of 77 with respect to/means that for

each i (l¿i<:ri) and for each pair x, x' in f(e¡), p(x — x') ^ e.

Definition 3.3. The partition P={ex,..., en} is called an essential partition of

77 if and only if ex u • • • u e¡ is a closed Gö for /= 1,..., «, and each ex is nonempty.

Definition 3.4. If the essential partition P is also an e—p partition of 77 with

respect to/then we say P is an e—p essential partition of 77 with respect to/.
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Definition 3.5. If U={UX,..., Un} is a finite open covering of TT, then a set of

functions {«^j,..., ^n} is called a partition of unity subordinate to i/iffor ;'= 1,...,«

(l)fae C(H),(2)0SfaSl,O) fa(t) = 0fov t notin U,,and (4) fa(t)+ ■ ■ ■ +fa(t)=l
for every t in H.

The following lemma is proved in [7, Theorem 7.1, p. 28].

Lemma 3.1. If P = {ex, e2,..., en} is an essential partition of H, then there exists a

sequence {Uk} = {UkX,..., Ukn} of open coverings of H and a sequence {<f>kX,..., </>kn}

where {<j>kX,..., <pkn} is a partition of unity subordinate to Uk (k=l, 2,...), and

(1) ex u■ • • u e,c Uki, i=l,...,n, k=l,2,..., (2) for i=l,...,n, {<f>ki} is the

difference of two nonincreasing, nonnegative sequences in C(H), (3) for each i,

limfc fai(t) = Xei(t)f°r al11in H-

Lemma 3.2. T//g C(TT, E) and e>0 andp is a continuous seminorm on E, then

there exists an e —p essential partition of H with respect to f

Proof. Since H is compact and/is continuous/(TT) is compact. So/(TT) can be

covered with a finite collection Ux, U2,..., Un where U{ = {x : p(x - x¡) S e/2,

x¡ ef(H)}. Without loss of generality we can assume that no t/t r\f(H) is contained

in the union of the remaining Ut's, for this can be achieved by taking a sub-

collection of Uu..., Un. Each U¡ is a closed Gd, for Ut is closed, and Ui=(~) Cn

where Cn = {x : p(x — x¡)<e/2 + 1 /«}, and each Cn is open. Let Ai=f~1(Ul). f is

continuous and t/¡ is closed, so A¡ is closed. Also Ai=f~1(Ui)=f~1((~) Cn)

= (~)f~1(Cn) and each/_1(Cn) is open, so A¡ is a closed G6. Now let ex = Ax,

ei = Ai-(Ax u- • .u^j.i), i=2,...,«. e¡u- ■ ■uei = Ax u- ■ ■ u At which is the finite

union of closed Gó's, and hence is a closed G6. Checking the other conditions we see

P = {ex,..., en} is an e—p essential partition of TT with respect to/

Definition 3.6. If IF is a finitely additive set function from R into F(E, F+),

then we say IF is of bounded (p,q+) variation if there exists a pairing (p, q) and

IFp_Q+ êO such that if P = {ex,..., en} is any essential partition and xx,..., xn are

in E then # + (2 W(ei)-xx)S IFp_5+ max/?(Xj). Denote by V(W)p_q+ the greatest

lower bound of all such yVp.Q+.

Proposition 3.1. The set function K is of bounded (p—q+)-variation, and for each

pair (p, q) such that T is p — q related, we have that F(A)„_a+ S \T\p_g.

Proof. Suppose P = {ex,.. ., en} is an essential partition of TT. From Lemma 3.1,

there exists a sequence {<pkX,.. ., </>kn} of partitions of unity subordinate to some

open coverings Uk for each k such that hmkfaci(t) = xei(t) f°r every t, and each

{<f>ki} is the difference of sequences satisfying the conditions in Definition 2.2,

therefore X:,~{<U- Thus q + Q K(ei)-xi)=q + (I «/'(*,)•** Since rf,~tfw}. then

J"(xé'i)~{^(^fci)} by Proposition 2.2. Also 9J"(xlt)-xl~{J(facl)-xi} by Proposition 2.3.

But J(fan) ■ Xi = T(cf>kiXi) by definition. Thus

q + (2 M'i&y*) = sup i lim ( ^ %'4/ ,y'eB°
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But

sup {|<7(/), />|, y' e B°) = qT(f) á \T\p.qp(f)

for some continuous seminorm p on E. Thus |<7(/),y'}\ ^ |T|p_,/?(/) for every

y' e B°. So

(y,Tdhä-xd,y\ =  (T(£<f>M-xt},y'\  Í fr|,.rf(|^-xi)

for every / £ P° but

I^Ip-gP^^'*')  =   \T\v-<,^PW,<t>kl(t)-x\

á iFlp.^maxT'/'wO/'^i)

S |7|p_Jmax2M0) max/j(x¡).

But 2i^fc((0 = l f°r every t e 77. Thus q + (2 ^(e¡)• x¡) S |T|P_Q max/Xxj). Thus AT is

of bounded p— q+ variation, and V(K)p_q+ é |7|p_q. We have the following

corollary:

Corollary 3.1. 7/e = ex — e2 where ex ande2 are closed G6's, then K(e) e L(E, F + );

and if T is p—q related, K(e) is p — q+ related and \K(e)\p-q+ ^|7|p_, where

\K(e)\p.q* is the p-q+ norm of K(e) in L(E, F+).

Definition 3.7. If/is a mapping of 77 into E and W is an additive set function of

R into T(F, F+), then we say/is integrable with respect to W if the following

holds: there exists a y" e F" such that if q+ is given, where q is any continuous

seminorm on F, and e>0 is given, then there exists an essential partition P0 such

that if P = {ex,..., en} is any essential partition which is a refinement of P0, then

9+(/'_2f=i yV(el)-xl)<e for any choice x¡ £/(e¡). In this case we denote y" by

)dWf
We shall not only show that J dKf exists for every fe C(H, E) but that T(f)

= | dK(f). We shall also show that if 7 is p—q related, then K is of bounded

p—q+ variation and |7|p_„ = F(/C)p_,+. The rest of this section develops lemmas

leading to this result.

Proposition 3.2. Let Pe={ex,..., en}, PE = {EX,..., En} be two e—p essential

partitions of 77 with respect to f where f maps 77 into E. Suppose that x¡ ef(e¡),

i=l,...,«, and yi ef(E¡), j= 1, 2,..., m. Then, if W is finitely additive and is of

p—q+ bounded variation,

(n m \

2 Wed-xt- 2 W<fiù-y,\ â V(W)p_q+(2e).
i = 0 f - 1 /
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Proof. Let Stí**e, n E¡. Then S1X, S21,..., SnX,..., SX2, ...,Sn2,..., SXm, ...,Snm

is an essential partition of TT if we disregard any empty sets. But e¡= Uf=i (ei n Ei),

so

W(et) = 2 W(et n £,),

n n       m

2 ^0-^= 2 2 W(elnE,)-xi,
i=ií=i

and similarly

| WŒ)\fc- 2 Î W(einE,).y}.
1■= 1 i = 1 i = 1

(Here we have interchanged the order of summation.) Thus

n m n r n      m

2 woo-*- 2 w(Ei>Vi =q+ 2 2 »wc*«-*)
/-i U = l;=1

But if et n Ej= 0, then IF(SjJ)=0; thus we may replace x¡—jy in such terms by

zero. But if ex n E¡ is not empty then p(xt-y,)S2e; thus since IF is of bounded

p-q+ variation we have

n       m

q+ 2  2  »W(*i-tt) ^ V(W)p^(2e).
i=iy=l

Proposition 3.3. Suppose fe C(H, E), e>0, andp, a continuousseminorm on E,

are given, then there exists an e—p essential partition P = {ex,..., en} of H with

respect to f and a sequence of partitions of unity {fax,..., fa¡n}, k= 1, 2,..., sub-

ordinate to some open coverings Uk of H such that the following conditions are

satisfied for each i= 1,2,...,«: (1) the sequence {fa.¡} is nonnegative and is the

difference of two noninct-easing, nonnegative sequences in C(H), (2) for each t e H,

limkfai(t) = xei(t), (3) p(f-2f=ifa:i-yi)S2E for all k and for any choice of the

points v¡ G/(e¡).

Proof. Let Ux,..., Un be the subsets of E as defined in the proof of Lemma 3.2,

and let Ai=f~1(Ui), ei = Ai — (Aivj---uAi_x) for 2SiSn, and ex = Ax. As we saw

in the proof of Lemma 3.2, At is a closed G6. Let Okl = \JXoeUt {x : p(x — x0)<E¡2k]

and let Uki=f-\0M). Then U{ = r^k Okl. So

Ai =r\ud =f-Hc\ okt\ = nz-xow) = n
V k I k k

F,

For each /', there exists a nonincreasing sequence of functions hki (k = 1, 2,... )

in C(TT) such that 0Shki(t)S 1 for all t e H and all k, hki(t) = l if t e A(, hki(t)=0

for all k if t is not in Uki, and limfc hki(t) = XAt(t) for each t e H. See [7, Lemma 6.1,

p. 18]. Now let

faa = hkX,       (f>k2 = hk2-min (hk2, fax),

<f>kn = "fcn-min (hkn, </>kx+-h0fc,n-i).
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(1) </>ki is the difference of the two nonnegative, nondecreasing sequences in C(77),

and </>kX+ ■ ■ ■ +</>ki is nonnegative and nonincreasing in C(H) for i=l, ... ,n.

(2) For each i, </>ki(t) = 0 if / is not in Vki (k=l, 2,...). (3) For each », limk </>ki(t)

= Xe¡(0forallnn/7. (4) <f>kX(t)-\-+<¿w(»)=l forrinej u- ■  u e,for»=l,...,«.

The above statements follow easily from induction arguments.

Next suppose / e 77 and consider p(f(t) — J.f=x </>ki(t)-yi), where yt ef(e/). Since

t e H,t e e¡ for some/ and CjC^c vkj, so f(t) ef(Vkj). If Vkj n Vki is not empty,

thenf(VkJ) r\f(Vki) is not empty. Butf(Vki)^Oki and diam/j(Ow)S2e. That is,

if x, x' e 0fci, /^(x—x')S2e for /= 1, .., «. Suppose í e t7w, then/(F) ef(Vki) and

x¡ E/(ei)c/((7w); thus p(f(t)-Xi)-¿2e. Let 2' denote the summation over all »

such that r e i/w. But if t is not in Vki, then ^¡(0 = 0. Thus

p(/(o- î^o-ji) =p(/(o-2'^w-a)

= p(/(o2'^(i)-2'^/)>'0
because {cifcl,..., </>kn} is a partition of unity subordinate to {VkX,..., Vkn}, so

2'fe(i)=l.But

p(2' Mt¥(t)-2' MOyt) S p(2' 4>*i(t)p(f(t)-yi) ^ 2' <^(')2e = 2e-

Thus p(f— 2?=i </>M-yù = 2e f°r all & and any choice of j¡ ef(et).

4. The representation theorem. In this section we shall prove the representation

theorem stated in the last section.

Lemma 4.1. /// e C(H, E), then given q+, where q is a continuous seminorm on F,

then there exists a continuous seminorm p on E such that if d> 0 is given, then there

exists a 8(d, q + ,p) such that if0<e<,8(d,q + , p), then q + (T(f) - 2?= i K(e,) -xt)<d

for any e—p essential partition P={ex,.. ., en} and any choice x¡ ef(e¡).

Proof. Suppose q is given, then there exists a continuous seminorm p on E

such that 7 is p—q related. Now pick a sequence e„>0 converging monotonically

to zero. From Proposition 3.3 we know that for each « there exists an en—p

essential partition Pn = {eï, ■ ■ -, e?(n>} of 77 with respect to / and a sequence of

partitions of unity {4>„x,.. ., </>lr(n)} such that, for i= 1, 2,..., /•(«), X'^n~{fc}, and

p(f— 2i= i <t>mi ■ x?) Ú 2en for any choice of the points xfef(ef), and for all m,

xk~{<f>li} so J"(xk)~{J'Wm¡)}, but since & e C(H, E), /"(<fc) =•/(<&)• Then

K(ef) ■ x?~{J(<f>nmi)x?} and /(#»,) • xf = 7(fe■ x(). Thus

(Tin) \

T(f)- £ *(*?)• *T   = suPlim
i = l / yeB°   ">

= sup lim
y-eB°   ™

r(n)

m- 2r#"-x">^'/
t = l

r(/-|A'4/X
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But qT(h) S \T\p.„p(h) for every « g C(TT, E). But

qT(h)= sup |<7(«),/>|,
J/'6B"

hence if/ e B°., |<7(«), >>>| SqT(h)S\T\p_Qp(h). Hence if/ g B$,

/r(/-|«r^),/\ ^ |T|P.Q(/-2fe-*n) = |r|P-s26n

for every m. Thus

lim
/ ..FM v \

T[f-2fami-x^,y' <  \T\       2e=   i1 |p-q¿'fcn

for every / e B°. Hence

(r(n) \

T(f)-2K(e?)-x?) S \T\p.q2en.

Suppose d>0 is given. Choose « such that 4en\T\p_q<d. Let 8(q+, d,p) = en.

Suppose 0<£<8(<7 + , d,p). If P = {ex, e2,..., ek} is any e—p essential partition of

TTwith respect to/. It follows that 7 is an en—p essential partition of Tí with respect

to/since eSen. Suppose x¡ g e¡, then

1+ [TW- 2 Xto-x)jSq+ (r(f)- f m)■ xfj

(r(n) k \

T K(éï) xf- X■*(*)•*
i=l i=l /

<  171       2e +171       2e

where this last inequality follows from Proposition 3.2. Thus

q + (T(f)-2K(ei)-x^  <d.

Proposition 4.1. If 7 is a continuous linear transformation from C(H, E) into F,

then there exists a set function Kfrom R into T(E, F+) such that [ dKf exists for all

fe C(H, E), and 7(/) = j" dKf Further, K is of bounded (p,q+) variation, and ifT

isp — q related then K(A)P_,+ =|7|p_9.

Proof. The set function K is defined in Definition 2.3. Given q+ and d>0, we

know by Lemma 4.1, that there exists a continuous seminorm p on E and a

8(q + , d,p)>0 such that if P={ex,... ,ek} is any e—p essential partition of TTwith

respect to / where 0 < e S &(q+, d, p), then

f+(nCfi-(w-J *(«)•*)) èd
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for any choice of x¡ ef(e¡). Now let P0 = {EX,..., Em} be a 8(q + , d,p)—p essential

partition of 77 with respect to/ (There is one by Lemma 3.2.) If P={e¡,..., ek}

is any refinement of P0 which is an essential partition, then Pis also a &(q + , d,p)—p

essential partition of 77. Hence q + (T(f) — 2f=i K(e/)-Xi)<d for any choice of

x( ef(et). Thus [ dKf exists and T(f)= f dKf. Now suppose 7 is p — q related, then

F(/0P_S+ ¿ |7|„_, by Proposition 3.1. But

c/FCf) =qjdKf=q + (jdKf) S V(K)p.q+p(f)

since

?+ß«(««)-*i) = ^)f-,* max/>(*,) =£ F(/C)p_Q+/>(/)

for any choice of x¡ ef(et) and any essential partition P={eu ..., en}. Thus

\T\p_Q=V(K)p-q+.

Another question one might ask is, when does a set function which is of bounded

(p,q+) variation generate a continuous linear transformation of C(77, E) into F?

One could perhaps add conditions on the set function K or add conditions on the

space F to give various answers to this question. Toward this goal we prove

Proposition 4.2. If K is an additive set function from R into F(E, F) and K is of

bounded (p, q) variation, and if F is quasi-complete, i.e., a space in which every closed

and bounded set is complete, then \ dKf exists for every fe C(H, E), and T(f) = j dKf

defines a continuous linear transformation from C(H, E) into F.

Proof. Let A(P0) = {Jif=x K(et)-Xi, where x¡ ef(e¡), P={ex,..., en}, and P is any

essential partition which is a refinement of the essential partition P0}. If Pi and P2

are two essential partitions then there exists an essential partition P3 which is a

refinement of both Px and P2. (See the first part of the proof of Proposition 3.2.)

We see that A(P3)^A(PX) n A(P2). Thus the collection {A(Pi)} forms a filter base,

see [4, p. 56]. It is a Cauchy filter base, for if e > 0 and p, a continuous seminorm on

E, are given, then by Lemma 3.2 there exists an e—p essential partition P0 of 77

with respect to/ If P is any refinement of P0, P is an e—p essential partition of 77.

Considering the proof of Proposition 3.2, we note that if K is of bounded (p—q)

variation and K(<t>) = 0, which follows from the additivity of K, then A(P0) is of p

diameter ;g V(K)p-q(2e). Thus {A(P)} is a Cauchy filter base. Also if we consider

A = (J A(P), where the union is over the essential partitions P of 77, then A is

bounded. For

?(J; Kiedx\ ï V(K)p.qmaxp(Xl) Ú V(K)p_qp(f),

where x¡ £/(e¡) and p={ex,..., en}is an essential partition of 77. Thus A is bounded.

But a quasi-complete space is defined to be a space in which closed bounded sets

are complete. Thus J dKf exists. Here we use the fact that Fis Hausdorff to assume

the uniqueness of the limit. The linearity follows trivially. T(f) = j" dKf is continuous,

for from the last inequality above we have qT(f)=q(\ dKf) Ú V(K)p^qp(f).
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The converse of this theorem is false. See [6] where an example is given where

E and F are Banach spaces and any such K has values in L(E, 7+) but not in

7(7, F).

Proposition 4.3. If F is semireflexive, then 7 is a continuous linear transformation

of C(H, E) into F if and only if there exists an additive set function K from R into

T(E, F) such that K is of bounded (p, q) variation and T(f)= \ dKf

Proof. A semireflexive space is a space such that F" = 7 (see [4, p. 72]). It is

known [2, Theorem 20.2, p. 190] that a semireflexive space is quasi-complete. Thus

if K is an additive set function from R into F(£, 7) which is of bounded (p-q)

variation, then by Proposition 4.2, 7(/) = J dKf defines a continuous linear trans-

formation of C(TT, E) into 7. Next suppose 7 is a continuous linear transformation

of C(H, E) into F. By Proposition 4.1 there exists an additive set function A from

R into r(£, 7 + ) of bounded (p,q + ) variation such that T(f) = ¡ dKf But

F"^F+ ^F=F", hence F+ =F, and K is an additive set function from R into

T(7, 7). K is of bounded (p — q) variation, since q agrees with q+ on F, and K is

of bounded (p — q + ) variation.

5. Concerning the ring R. One might ask how the ring R is related to R(S),

where 5 is the collection of all compact G/s of TT and R(S) is the ring generated by

5. The answer to this question is given in the following proposition.

Proposition 5.1. R = R(S).

Proof. By straightforward arguments one has o(S)=>R=>R(S), where a(S) is the

cr-ring generated by S.

Suppose now that A e R. We define the sequence <I>n of sets by induction. Let

<I>0 = cl (cl (/I) n c (A)), where cl (B) denotes the closure of B and c (B) denotes the

complement of B for any subset B of TT. Define G>n=cl (cl (On_i n^)nC (A)).

Let fal=fn—gn where <f>n, /„, and gn are sequences of functions satisfying the

conditions of Definition 2.2. Let/=lim/n and g = lim gn. Then, using the fact that

/and g are upper-semicontinuous, one can show by induction that/(x)ä«+ 1, and

g(x) ^ « + 1 for all x g d>n. We see then that for A e R, On is empty for large enough «.

We next define the mapping *F of the subsets of TT into the subsets of TT by

T(Ti) = cl (B) n c (B). By elementary set calculations and by induction, we have

Y2n(A) = (0>n_x n A). We thus see that if A is in R, Yn(A) is empty for large

enough «.

We now refer to the proof of [1, Theorem D, p. 221], and by imitating this proof,

we construct a continuous function F from TT onto a compact metric space TT'

with the important property that if F(x) = F(y) and x e A then y e A. Now using

this fact and the identities W2n(A) = d (Y2""1^)) n A and Y2n + 1(A) = c\ (Y2n(A))

n c (A), we have by induction Yn(F(A))^FÇ¥n(A)).

Let B=F(A). B=c\(B)nc Q¥(B)), and so if Y(B) is in R', the ring generated

by the compact subsets of TT', then B is in R'. By replacing B by Y(B) in the
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above argument one sees that T"(P) £ R' if Y2(B) e R'; and a trivial induction

argument shows that if Yn(B) e R' for any «, then B e R'. But this is the case as

Yn(B) is empty for large enough n. Since 77' is a metric space R(S) = K, and for

this particular function F, A=F~X(B). But inverse images of elements of S in

77' are in S in 77; and the collection of all subsets C of 77', for which F~\C)

is in R(S) in 77, is itself a ring; and so A e R(S) in 77. Hence R = R(S) in 77.

Note. We have developed a simple test to determine when a set A is in R(S).

If Ae o(S) then A e R(S) if and only if Yn(A) is empty for large enough «.

6. Concerning the uniqueness of the set function K. For the sake of simplicity

we now restrict our attention to the case when our field is the real numbers. Similar

type theorems with similar proofs hold in the complex case.

Definition 6.1. If A is a real valued nonnegative additive set function on R,

then we say A is continuous from above provided that X(c) = lim X(cn) whenever cn

is a sequence of elements of S such that cn + x<=cn and f) cn = c.

Definition 6.2. If IFis an additive set function from R into T(E, F+) of bounded

p—q+ variation, then we say IFis weakly continuous from above provided that

for each x e E and y' e F', \X\ is continuous from above, where |A| is the variation

of the set function A defined by A(e) = < IF(e) • x, y'}. We define |A|(e) = 2 |A(e n e,)\

where the supremum is taken over all essential partitions {ex, e2,.. .,en} of 77. One

can show |A| is an additive set function on R.

Definition 6.3. If A is an additive real valued set function on 7?, then we say A

is sequentially continuous provided that for each e in R, A(e) = lim [ dX</>n for any

sequence </>n satisfying the conditions of Definition 2.2.

Lemma 6.1. If X is an additive real valued set function of bounded variation, then

X is sequentially continuous if and only if\X\ is continuous from above.

Proof. First let us suppose |A| is continuous from above. |A|=A++A_ where

A+=(|A| -A)/2. A+ and A_ are nonnegative additive set functions on R, and

|A|(c»)-|A|(c) 2: A+(Cn)-A+(c) ^ 0,

so A+ and A_ are continuous from above.

We will now show A+ is sequentially continuous. Let us suppose ceS. By

[1, Theorem 6, p. 217] there exists a nonnegative continuous function/such that

c={x |/(x)=0}. Let cn={x |/(x)^ 1/«}, On = {x |/(x)< 1/«}. Now pick a sequence

of continuous functions/, such that Olkfiúl; fn=l on cn;/„ is zero outside of

On_! and/, is monotonically nonincreasing. X + (c)^\ dX+fn^X(cn^x), so A+(c)

= limJ"cM+/,, and since we know the limit is independent of </>„, we have

A+(c) = lim J" dX+<f>n for any sequence </>n satisfying the conditions of Definition 2.2.

To see why A+ is sequentially continuous for all of R, recall that R = R(S) and note

that by [1, Theorem F, p. 223] every element of R(S) is the finite disjoint union of

proper differences of elements of S. By a similar argument, A_ is sequentially

continuous, and since A = A+ — A_, we see A is sequentially continuous.
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Next let us suppose A is sequentially continuous and of bounded variation. Let

«(/) = J dXfi then « e (c(H))' ; and it is well known that there exist elements hx

and «2 of (c(H))' for which h = hx — h2, and «¡(/)^0 whenever/SO for i=l, 2.

But by Proposition 4.1, we know there exist additive set functions Xx and A2 that

are sequentially continuous for which «¡(/) = J dXtf for allfe (TT) and i = 1, 2, and

since A, Xx, and A2 are all sequentially continuous we have A = Aj —A2. Also by

using [1, Theorem F, p. 223] one can show that Xx and A2 are nonnegative on R.

We will now show Xx is continuous from above. Suppose c = f\cn where cn is a

monotone nonincreasing sequence in S, i.e. cn+x<^cn. Pick a sequence of open sets

Oni such that Oni is monotone nonincreasing in « and in i and such that (~)iOni = cn.

Now pick a sequence of continuous functions/, for which 0^/,^ 1, /„= 1 on cn

and /„ is zero outside of Onn and such that /„ is monotonically nonincreasing.

Xx(c) S Xx(cn) S J dXxfn, so Xx(c) = lim Xx(cn). A similar argument holds for A .

0 S |A|(cn)-|A|(cn) = \X\(cn-c) S Xx(cn)-Xx(c) + X2(cn)-X2(c),

so |A| is continuous from above.

Proposition 6.1. There is one and only one additive set function K of bounded

p—q+ variation on R that is weakly continuous from above for which T(f) = j dKf

for all fin C(H, E).

Proof. Consider the set function K defined in Definition 2.3.

X(e) = <A(e)-x,/> = lim <7(¿n • x), />

= lim ¿   dKcf>nx, // = Hm   dXfa

for any sequence </>n satisfying the conditions of Definition 2.2, thus A is sequentially

continuous and, by Lemma 6.1, Ais weakly additive from above.

Suppose Kx is any other such set function, then Xx(c) = (Kx(c) ■ x, /> is sequentially

continuous and so if <f>n is a sequence satisfying the conditions of Definition 2.2,

A(Kx(c)-x,y'} = Xx(c) = limjdXfa = lim^dKx(</>n-x),y

= lim<7(^n.x),/> = <A(c).x,/>.

But this is true for all x in E, all c in R, and all / in F', so KX = K.
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